Data and analyses scripts are available at <https://osf.io/jq7vu/>.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

The way speakers select appropriate words in a given context has been the subject of research for many decades. It has been shown that both linguistic and task-related factors play key roles in determining which word a healthy speaker will select during language production. Models to describe uncompromised language production mostly agree in assuming four steps in the word retrieval process most commonly investigated by picture naming \[e.g., [@pone.0230439.ref001],[@pone.0230439.ref002]\]: \[[@pone.0230439.ref001]\] (Visual) object identification, \[[@pone.0230439.ref002]\] access to an object's semantic representation, \[[@pone.0230439.ref003]\] retrieval of the corresponding lexical representation and \[[@pone.0230439.ref004]\] retrieval of the phonological word form. Notably, the semantic context of the target to be named has been found to influence speed and accuracy of target word production. To explore this finding further the first aim of the current study was to investigate whether naming speed can be modulated by changing the intensity of semantic context activation. This was achieved by modulating the number of items creating the semantic context. The second aim was to assess how speakers explore the visually presented semantic context and whether processing intensity influences naming latencies.

Semantic context effects on target word production have been shown using a number of variations of three classical paradigms: Picture Word Interference (PWI) \[distractor word competing with picture; e.g., [@pone.0230439.ref003]--[@pone.0230439.ref007]\], blocked-cyclic naming \[semantically homogeneous/heterogeneous blocks; e.g., [@pone.0230439.ref008]--[@pone.0230439.ref011]\] and continuous naming \[semantically related interspersed with unrelated items, [@pone.0230439.ref012]\]. The converging observation is that semantic context can influence lexical-semantic processing and lexical retrieval in opposite directions (i.e. both interference and facilitation). This has led to different theories explaining how semantic context interacts with the target, one major debate being at which steps during word production it does so. The "Swinging Lexical Network" (SLN) account by Abdel Rahman et al. \[[@pone.0230439.ref013],[@pone.0230439.ref014]\] agrees with many other theories that lexical selection for word production is characterized by competition between lexical entries. In addition, it assumes that a distractor primes the target on the conceptual level, because both share semantic features (e.g., *cat*, *cow*, *pig*, all share the meaning "animal with four legs"). The trade-off between this conceptual facilitation and lexical competition determines whether lexical selection will be inhibited or facilitated. Abdel Rahman et al. \[[@pone.0230439.ref013]\] argue for a selection mechanism like the Luce ratio \[[@pone.0230439.ref015]\]. The selection of a target lemma is dependent on the sum activation of all other lemmas. Consequently, the number of activated items in the lexical network and their activation levels should influence the probability of target lemma selection. When many competitors are activated, the target stands in a one-to-many competition with them. The SLN model therefore predicts that only when a cohort of inter-related items induces overall activation in the lexical network, this will surpass conceptual facilitation, and an interference effect will arise. Additional members of the lexical cohort should therefore lead to more activation within the network, and increase interference with the target word \[[@pone.0230439.ref013],[@pone.0230439.ref014]\].

So far, this mechanism has been studied mostly indirectly by manipulating the proximity of semantically related items within the naming context. For example, a study by Rabovsky et al. \[[@pone.0230439.ref016]\] showed that an object is more likely to co-activate mutually related concepts and their lexical representations, the more semantic features it shares with other concepts \[[@pone.0230439.ref017]\]. Here, pictures with higher endogenous semantic neighborhood densities were named more slowly and less accurately, because they activated a larger cohort of lexical competitors resulting in slower lexical selection.

Moreover, the semantic context paradigms mentioned above have shown that the activation strength of competing items is another important factor. For instance, closely semantically related items that share more semantic features (e.g., *donkey*, *horse*, *cow* vs. *donkey*, *trout*, *owl*), lead to slower naming than semantically distant items. These graded semantic effects have been found for all major paradigms: PWI \[[@pone.0230439.ref018],[@pone.0230439.ref019]\], blocked cyclic naming \[[@pone.0230439.ref020]\], and continuous naming \[[@pone.0230439.ref021]\]. The findings reveal that semantic interference can be modulated by changing the structure of the semantic context in which a picture is named. One extreme case is that facilitation as opposed to interference is elicited, usually when the semantic relationship between target and (distractor) context is not categorical but associative (e.g. *donkey---stable*, *hay*, *farmer*). In the framework of the SLN model the explanation is that no interrelated lexical cohort is activated and target and distractor (simultaneously presented or previously named) stand in a one-to-one competitive relationship with each other. In this case the facilitation on the conceptual activation level outweighs interference, and target selection is faster \[[@pone.0230439.ref013],[@pone.0230439.ref022],[@pone.0230439.ref023]\]. Alternative explanations have claimed semantic facilitation to be the default effect, with semantic interference occurring only at post-lexical processing steps, where task-relevant (i.e. semantically related) responses to pictures have to be actively excluded \[response exclusion hypothesis; [@pone.0230439.ref024]--[@pone.0230439.ref026]\].

In the present study we focus on categorical semantic relations and investigate whether manipulating the extent of lexical activation within a lexical cohort modulates inhibition on subsequent picture naming. Using a set of closely related entries of a number of lexical cohorts the activation strength per item can be assumed to be largely homogeneous. Using these sets we parametrically change the number of distractors to investigate, whether this has a direct influence on the amount of semantic interference. In this vein a previous study \[[@pone.0230439.ref027]\] found a significantly increased interference effect in the PWI paradigm when two instead of one semantically related words were shown as distractors. In the present study the semantic context is created by presenting a total of 8 words. Critically, three to five of these words are categorically related, forming the lexical cohort. We measure the influence of cohort size on reaction times when naming a picture presented *after* the word array. The picture to be named is either categorically related or unrelated to the lexical cohort. We hypothesize that reaction times for a related picture will be slower the more related words were presented, because a more strongly activated lexical cohort should lead to more competition between lexical entries, resulting in longer naming latencies.

The extent to which presenting a number of written words before naming pictures can influence picture naming speed has been investigated in previous research \[[@pone.0230439.ref028]--[@pone.0230439.ref031]\]. However, in these experiments, words were presented consecutively and had to be overtly read out aloud. Moreover, the findings are partially contradictory. For example, Navarrete et al. \[[@pone.0230439.ref028] (Experiment 3), [@pone.0230439.ref029]\] found no transfer of interference from word to picture naming within one semantic category, whereas Vitkovitch et al. \[[@pone.0230439.ref030],[@pone.0230439.ref031]\] did report semantic interference for naming pictures after having named semantically related words. We here investigate how simultaneous presentation and lexical activation by reading (not producing) the words impact on the processing of the semantic relationships between the words and consecutive naming of un/related items.

To study and control how participants process the semantic context we additionally measure their eye movements while they view the distractor words. We proceed from the rationale that eye tracking can be used to investigate the semantic 'competence' of viewers. This assumption rests on paradigms performed in people with Primary Progressive Aphasia (PPA) and neurotypical controls. Suggesting impaired semantic memory abilities, participants suffering from PPA \[[@pone.0230439.ref032],[@pone.0230439.ref033]\] fixated on semantically unrelated objects (foils) more often and longer when compared to neurotypical controls, likely indicating difficulties to establish the semantic relationships between concepts. Here we hypothesize that the neurotypical young adults are semantically competent and should hence fixate on words longer which they have recognized to belong to the same category, when compared to the unrelated words. Thus, analysis of fixation times was used to investigate the semantic 'competence' of the participants in each trial. Additionally, we can use this measure to estimate the extent to which they activate the lexical cohort. According to the eye-mind hypothesis \[[@pone.0230439.ref034],[@pone.0230439.ref035]\], readers' gaze durations are immediately linked to what they are processing. That is, words that are fixated longer are also processed longer. We therefore predict that the longer participants fixate on related words belonging to the lexical cohort, the more activity will spread to this cohort and induce stronger competition resulting in inhibition on target selection.

Apart from the nature and extent of semantic relation it should be noted that previous research has shown interference and facilitation to differ as a function of timing (at the trial level) and repetition (i.e. across the experiment).

*Timing* in the PWI paradigm has been shown to greatly affect naming speed: Prominently, the interval between a distractor word and target (the stimulus onset asynchrony, SOA) influences the polarity of the context effect \[[@pone.0230439.ref005],[@pone.0230439.ref036]--[@pone.0230439.ref038]\]. Manipulating the SOA systematically with different time intervals, Zhang et al. \[[@pone.0230439.ref036]\] demonstrated that a semantic interference effect from categorically related word distractors only occurred at an SOA of -100ms before, or of 0ms, that is simultaneously to, target onset. At longer negative SOAs (-1000 to -400ms), the effect transformed into semantic facilitation--using the same stimulus materials. Similarly Python et al. \[[@pone.0230439.ref038]\] find facilitation from categorically and associatively related distractor words at an SOA of -400ms. These findings indicate that at longer SOAs, conceptual priming outweighs lexical competition. We will address this issue in more detail in the Discussion. Moreover, semantic context effects may change when a specific picture or a category is *repeatedly* named. For example, in the blocked cyclic naming paradigm's first presentation cycle, a homogeneous block often does not lead to longer but shorter naming latencies when compared to the first heterogeneous block \[[@pone.0230439.ref009],[@pone.0230439.ref022],[@pone.0230439.ref039]--[@pone.0230439.ref042]\]. Interference from homogenous context appears only from the second cycle onwards, and has been reported to grow with each repeated block of related pictures \[growth effect; e.g., [@pone.0230439.ref009],[@pone.0230439.ref011]; but see [@pone.0230439.ref008], and [@pone.0230439.ref039] (Experiment 1 and 2a)\]. In continuous naming, reaction times increase across ordinal position of the target pictures within their semantic category \[e.g., [@pone.0230439.ref008],[@pone.0230439.ref012],[@pone.0230439.ref028],[@pone.0230439.ref043]\]. These cumulative or growth effects are explained by incremental learning as proposed by Becker et al. \[[@pone.0230439.ref044]\] and Damian and Als \[[@pone.0230439.ref009]\] and further developed in a computational model (the "Dark Side Model") by Oppenheim et al. \[[@pone.0230439.ref045]\]. It is assumed that connections between a concept's features and its lexical representation are strengthened by repeated access during target naming. This results in faster activation of the item and therefore reduced naming latencies on future naming occasions (repetition priming). However, enhanced activation makes the already named item a stronger competitor for its related concepts, while connections to semantic features shared between the target and related concepts from the same semantic category are weakened (the "dark side" of repetition priming). Therefore, access to a related concept's lexical representation is slower. Conceivably a combination of both factors leads to cumulative interference for items from one semantic category in picture naming settings such as the continuous or blocked naming paradigms \[[@pone.0230439.ref028],[@pone.0230439.ref045],[@pone.0230439.ref046]\].

In contrast to these paradigms, to our knowledge, for a PWI paradigm changes across naming repetitions have been formally addressed only in one recent study \[[@pone.0230439.ref047]\]. Using an auditory PWI design, interference effects are reported to be largely stable across naming repetitions of the same pictures with phonological distractors. This stands in contrast to the other paradigms mentioned above, and systematic conclusions about the stability of the interference effect in PWI paradigms can only be tentative at present.

The repetition- or sequence-effect changing the contribution of interference and facilitation across the experiment is complemented by findings of studies looking at small-scale changes of the effects in response time distributions. Two recent studies have shown that when dividing the participants' rank-ordered response times into deciles, the interference effect is driven by the slowest decile and small or absent in the fastest 10% of response times \[[@pone.0230439.ref048],[@pone.0230439.ref049]\]. Both studies explain findings by attentional processes which influence the strength of distractor processing: When attention is low, the distractor might be processed more intensely while the ability to inhibit its interfering effect might be reduced, and therefore reaction times are longer. A high level of attention, however, mediates the interference effect and reaction times become faster.

All in all, research on the change of interference and facilitation effects as a function of timing (SOA) manipulations, over repeated naming-instances and within response time distributions, shows that the effects are sensitive to timing modulations and can sometimes even occur in one and the same task. The present study therefore addresses this issue by including the repetition factor in the analyses. We aim to explore whether the typical interference effect--replicated many times for the PWI paradigm--can be influenced by trial progression as well. Repeated access to the same category members might facilitate target retrieval across several naming occasions. Alternatively, it might lead to increased competition within the category's lexical cohort and therefore to cumulative interference as the experiment progresses. This process may be influenced by changes in attention across trials. Finally, a long SOA, necessary to allow for full processing of each of the eight distractor words, might affect the semantic interference effect as well.

Methods {#sec002}
=======

Participants {#sec003}
------------

24 young adults (15 females), aged 18--32 years (M = 24.5, SD = 3.8), participated in this study in return for monetary compensation of €9 per hour. All participants were right-handed, had no history of neurological or other relevant diseases and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The number of participants was determined through the randomization lists needed to fully randomize all stimuli and trial orders (see below).

Experimental procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Leipzig, Germany, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and written informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Material {#sec004}
--------

We used a variation of the picture-word interference (PWI) approach in which a picture has to be named after the presentation of a distractor word. Different form 'classical' PWI-designs, an array of 8 distractor words was presented simultaneously, before the picture to be named appeared. Thereby the number of related and unrelated distractor words could be parametrically varied.

The stimulus set consisted of 42 items from 7 semantic categories. The chosen items were closely related as members of subcategories of superordinate categories (*superordinate categories* in brackets): seating (*furniture*), street-vehicles (*vehicles*), face parts (*body-parts*), fruits (*food*), upper body clothing (*clothes*), hoofed animals (*animals*), and carpenter's tools (*tools*); see [S1 Appendix](#pone.0230439.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The frequency of occurrence as a target picture to be named and as a member of the distractor word set was equal across items. Within the sets of eight words a varying number \[[@pone.0230439.ref003], [@pone.0230439.ref004] or [@pone.0230439.ref005]\] belonged to the same semantic category, representing the lexical cohort. The remaining unrelated items \[i.e. [@pone.0230439.ref005], [@pone.0230439.ref004] or [@pone.0230439.ref003]\] each stemmed from one of the remaining semantic categories. To control for potential confounding effects all words used in the paradigm have a highly similar frequency: mean = 12.29, sd = 1.88, according to the Leipzig Corpora Collection \[[@pone.0230439.ref050]\]. Moreover, potential item-based effects are strongly attenuated by the fact that randomization was complete across conditions: Each target picture was named once as a related or unrelated target in each of the three distractor conditions, that is: following the presentation of three, four or five related words within the lexical cohort, whereby the cohort was always randomly arranged from one of the 7 categories. With the 7 semantic categories with 6 items each and each picture being named 6 times in total, this led to a total number of 252 trials. Out of these, 84 trials each were attributed to one experimental block.

The word stimuli were presented in white Arial font, size 40, on a black screen. All pictures were colored photographs taken form the Bank of Standardized Stimuli \[[@pone.0230439.ref051]\], stock image databases or creative commons sources. They were scaled to 5.8 x 5.8 cm (300x300 pixels, 5.5° of visual angle at a distance of 60cm between the viewer's eyes and the screen). The material was selected avoiding strong visual similarities between members of small categories, e.g. "apple" and "grapes" for fruits. A complete list of the stimuli is given in the supplementary materials.

Apparatus {#sec005}
---------

The stimuli were presented using the Psychophysics Toolbox extension \[[@pone.0230439.ref052]\] for MATLAB (2017a, MathWorks, Inc.) on a Lenovo ThinkPad T420 laptop (14" monitor, 1600x900 pixels resolution). Eye movements were recorded from both eyes using a Tobii X2-60 eye tracker with a 60 Hertz sampling rate. Voice responses were recorded using a Blue Yeti USB microphone.

Design and procedure {#sec006}
--------------------

The variation of the number of related words in the distractor set results in a 2x3 design with picture [Type]{.smallcaps} (related vs unrelated) and [Size]{.smallcaps} of lexical cohort \[[@pone.0230439.ref003], [@pone.0230439.ref004] or [@pone.0230439.ref005]\] as within-participants factors. Twelve randomized lists were created with the constraints that target pictures were separated by a minimum of two other items and that each target appeared once with a related and once as an unrelated distractor set in each block. Across each list, the participants therefore named each item six times. The lists were duplicated and randomly assigned to the 24 participants.

At the start of each session participants were instructed about the experimental procedure and were then seated in a dimly lit, sound-proof room in front of the laptop and eye tracker with a distance of approximately 60 cm to the screen. A chin rest was used to minimize head movements and improve eye-tracking data quality.

Prior to the main experiment participants were familiarized with the pictures: each picture was presented once with the written name centered on a black screen, which participants read out aloud. The familiarization phase was self-paced and the order of picture presentation within this phase was randomized individually for each participant. No participant had difficulty recognizing and naming the pictures. After familiarization the eye tracker was calibrated according to a 5-point calibration procedure. This was followed by three practice trials, after which any remaining questions were addressed by the experimenter.

The experimental sessions consisted of three blocks with 84 trials each. Between blocks, participants were able to take a break. Each trial started with a fixation cross centered on a black screen (0.5s), directly followed by a set of eight words presented in a circle around the center of the screen for 6s (see [Fig 1](#pone.0230439.g001){ref-type="fig"} for a typical trial procedure). Participants were told that a minimum of three of the eight words were related to each other and they were instructed to inspect the word set freely. During the viewing part, participants' eye movements were recorded by a Tobii X2-60 eye tracker. Directly after, the distractor words disappeared, and the target picture was presented for 2s. Participants were instructed to name the picture as quickly and accurately as possible. After an inter-trial interval of 0.5s, the next trial started automatically. Each trial lasted for 9s, resulting in a total experiment time of around 38 minutes, not including breaks.

![Exemplary procedure of a trial in which the word set contains a lexical cohort of three items from the semantic category "hoofed animals" and this lexical cohort is related to the target picture.\
In the actual experiment, the words were presented in German.](pone.0230439.g001){#pone.0230439.g001}

Analysis {#sec007}
========

Reaction times {#sec008}
--------------

The voice onset times were detected using Chronset \[[@pone.0230439.ref053]\], and checked manually using Praat \[[@pone.0230439.ref054]\]. The onsets were determined at the start of each word, excluding stuttering or "uhms". 3.14% of all trials had to be excluded from further analyses. 2.36% were trials in which participants did not respond at all or the recording was cut off, whereas only 0.78% were due to false responses. Errors were therefore not analyzed any further.

Eye tracking data {#sec009}
-----------------

From the raw data samples fixations and saccades were detected using the GazePath algorithm \[[@pone.0230439.ref055]\] on the mean x- and y-coordinates of the left and right eye. Heatmaps of the fixations were plotted to establish large enough but not overlapping Areas of Interest (AoI) for each word in the circular word set. These were then defined as rectangles of 270x170 pixels around each word. Trials where GazePath had failed to detect any fixations were excluded from analysis. This led to a total data loss of 1.87% for the eye tracking data. Combining data loss from reaction time and eye tracking data, a total of 5% had to be removed from data analysis.

Statistical analysis {#sec010}
--------------------

All statistical analyses were performed using R version 3.6.1 \[[@pone.0230439.ref056]\]. Generalized Linear mixed effect models (GLMM) were run with random slopes for subjects and items, using the lme4 package in R for linear mixed models \[version 1.1--21;, [@pone.0230439.ref057]\], and *p* values were determined using the package lmerTest \[[@pone.0230439.ref058]\]. This allowed us to investigate the relationship between voice onset times and picture type, number of related items in the word set, and fixation durations on related items for the group, while taking individual and stimulus-related variance into account. We always started with a model including the maximal random structure. When convergence errors occurred, we reduced the model by running principal component analyses on the random-effects variance-covariance estimates and correlation parameters until the random structure was supported and convergence achieved \[[@pone.0230439.ref059]--[@pone.0230439.ref061]\]. As suggested by Lo et al. \[[@pone.0230439.ref062]\], reaction time data can be best modelled using GLMMs to approximate normal distribution of the data without the need to transform the raw data using inverse or log transformations. For the present analyses we chose a Gamma distribution with identity link, to best match the right-skewedness of the raw data with a long tail in the slow RTs, and also in the fixation durations distribution (see [S2 Appendix](#pone.0230439.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Results {#sec011}
=======

Reaction times {#sec012}
--------------

Raw naming latencies for picture type in total and in each distractor set condition are given in [Table 1](#pone.0230439.t001){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0230439.t001

###### Mean RTs in milliseconds and standard error of the means for each naming condition.

![](pone.0230439.t001){#pone.0230439.t001g}

  Distractor set size   3                 4                 5                 total    
  --------------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
  Mean RTs in ms        847.06   833.13   829.82   827.82   835.99   821.41   837.69   827.44
  SE                    6.05     6.15     6.13     6.03     6.17     5.86     4.56     4.48
  Interference          13.93             2.00              14.58             10.25    

SEM = Standard Error of the Mean. Values are adjusted for within-participant designs following \[[@pone.0230439.ref063]\].

To statistically confirm the differences in naming latencies between picture types (related or unrelated to the distractor set), distractor set sizes \[[@pone.0230439.ref003],[@pone.0230439.ref004] or [@pone.0230439.ref005] related words\], and naming repetitions, we used generalized linear mixed models (GLMM). We report estimates, standard errors, t- and p-values in the text and tables for complex models. All full models and model outcomes can be found in [S2 Appendix](#pone.0230439.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (Tables B1 and B2).

### Relationship between picture [type]{.smallcaps} and distractor set [size]{.smallcaps} {#sec013}

We first turn to the analysis of the global effects on naming latencies, that is the main effect of picture [type]{.smallcaps}, the main effect of distractor set [size]{.smallcaps}, as well as the interaction between the two. In this first model, picture type and set size were both contrast-coded using sliding difference contrasts, which compute differences between adjacent factor levels. This allows to retrieve pairwise comparisons directly from the model output, instead of running post-hoc analyses (e.g., related vs unrelated picture type, 4 vs 3 set size; note, however, that we can only compare n-1 factor levels in each model). The final model that converged included a fully specified random structure (by-subject and by-item random intercepts and random slopes for all fixed effects plus interactions), excluding correlation parameters. It revealed a significant semantic interference effect, in that naming a related picture was slower than naming an unrelated picture ([type]{.smallcaps}; estimate = 10.94, *SE* = 4.00, *t* = 2.73, *p* = 0.006). The main effect of set [size]{.smallcaps} was significant for 4 compared to 3 distractor words (estimate = -11.33, *SE* = 4.13, *t* = -2.74, *p* = 0.006) and for 5 compared to 3 distractor words (estimate = -11.79, *SE* = 4.05, *t* = -2.91, *p* = 0.004). This indicates that naming was significantly faster for 5 or 4 distractor words compared to only 3 distractor words. The interaction between picture [type]{.smallcaps} and set [size]{.smallcaps} was significant for 4 vs 3 distractor words (estimate = -11.98, *SE* = 5.21, *t* = -2.3, *p* = 0.021) but not for 5 vs 3 words (estimate = 0.46, *SE* = 5.87, *t* = 0.08, *p* = 0.938). These main effects are summarized in [Fig 2](#pone.0230439.g002){ref-type="fig"}.

![Interference effect in total and across number of distractor words.\
Total interference was significant at \~10ms. For 3 and 5 distractor words, interference was significant at \~15ms. There was no interference effect for 4 distractor words. Boxplots show mean, median, upper and lower quartiles and range.](pone.0230439.g002){#pone.0230439.g002}

To investigate this interaction further we fitted another model, where the fixed effect of picture type was nested within the levels of distractor set size \[[@pone.0230439.ref064]\]. The random structure was again fully specified, without correlation parameters. The results show that interference was only significant at a set size of 3 (estimate = 14.01, *SE* = 5.11, *t* = 2.71, *p* = 0.006) and 5 (estimate = 15.63, *SE* = 5.51, *t* = 2.83, *p* = 0.005) but not 4 distractor words (estimate = 2.75, *SE* = 5.02, *t* = 0.55, *p* = 0.584), in line with the interaction effects in the first model. These results show that contrary to our hypothesis, interference did not increase for additional distractor words.

### Relationship between picture [type]{.smallcaps}, distractor set [size,]{.smallcaps} and naming [repetition]{.smallcaps} {#sec014}

We furthermore fitted a GLMM to track the development of the interference effect and the effect of set size across naming repetitions. Here picture repetition was added as a continuous fixed effect and z-transformed. From the random structure correlation parameters as well as one contrast of the factor set size were removed to achieve convergence. As can be seen in [Table 2](#pone.0230439.t002){ref-type="table"}, with this additional factor in the model, the main effect of picture type remained significant. However, it interacted (marginally) significantly with naming repetition, showing that the interference effect decreased across naming repetitions. When removing this interaction effect from the random structure for Item and Subject, the effect became highly significant (estimate = -9.50, *SE* = 2.94, *t* = -3.23, *p* = 0.001). This means that participants as well as items varied with regard to this effect. Nevertheless, log likelihood tests showed that the more complex model fit the data better (logLik Δ X^2^(2) = 22.08, p \<0.001). We therefore report the more complex model. Overall RTs decreased by 39 ms on average for each additional target picture occurrence. The main effects of set size remained significant as well and did not interact with picture repetition (all t \< 0.82, all p \>0.414). Finally, the three-way interaction between picture [type]{.smallcaps}, set [size]{.smallcaps} and picture [repetition]{.smallcaps} was not significant (all t \< 1.58, p \> 0.114).

10.1371/journal.pone.0230439.t002

###### GLMM for the effect of picture type and set size across naming repetitions.

![](pone.0230439.t002){#pone.0230439.t002g}

  Term                                                             Estimate   SE     t        p
  ---------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- ------ -------- ---------
  Intercept                                                        870.81     5.83   149.48   \<0.001
  Picture type: rel-unrel [^a^](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   10.33      5.22   1.98     0.048
  Set size: 4--3                                                   -10.33     4.07   -2.54    0.011
  Set size: 5--3                                                   -10.80     3.91   -2.76    0.006
  Pic repetition                                                   -39.29     6.24   -6.29    \<0.001
  Pic type \* set size: 4--3                                       -11.87     3.98   -2.98    0.003
  Pic type \* set size: 5--3                                       0.48       5.57   0.09     0.932
  Pic type \* pic repetition                                       -7.87      4.25   -1.85    0.064
  Set size: 4--3 \* pic repetition                                 -4.50      5.50   -0.82    0.414
  Set size: 5--3 \* pic repetition                                 1.54       4.04   0.38     0.703
  Pic type \* set size: 4--3\* pic repetition                      7.86       4.97   1.58     0.114
  Pic type \* set size: 5--3\* pic repetition                      -7.23      5.86   -1.23    0.217

^a^ henceforth "pic type".

As can be seen in [Fig 3](#pone.0230439.g003){ref-type="fig"}, the interference effect is strongest at the first naming instance across all conditions. This was confirmed in a final (random intercept) model looking at the interaction of picture type and set size for the first naming instance. The effect of picture type was significant at \~44ms (estimate = 43.83, *SE* = 9.01, *t* = 4.86, *p* \< 0.001) and the interactions with set size were not significant (all t \< 1.51, p \> 0.132). This confirms a stable interference effect of around 44ms for all distractor conditions at the first naming instance.

![Interference effect across naming instances (each picture was named 6 times in the related and unrelated conditions over the course of the experiment).\
Interference was highly significant at the first naming instance and disappeared for the following repetitions. Note that the significant effect for the first naming instance was significant for all distractor conditions (inset). Boxplots show mean, median upper and lower quartiles and range.](pone.0230439.g003){#pone.0230439.g003}

Eye tracking measures {#sec015}
---------------------

To investigate viewing times of the mutually related and unrelated words in the word set, fixation durations were summed up on each AoI, yielding a total viewing time for each word in each trial. For each trial, total viewing time recorded by the eye-tracker was \~4100 ms on average (i.e. \~1900ms participants did not fixate on any of the AoIs or data were not recorded). The measure can be assumed to depend on data quality (e.g. blinks) and attentional resources. [Fig 4](#pone.0230439.g004){ref-type="fig"} shows the mean viewing times for each related and unrelated word across all trials and participants, and for each lexical cohort condition \[[@pone.0230439.ref003], [@pone.0230439.ref004] or [@pone.0230439.ref005] mutually related words out of 8 words in total in each trial\]. If there was no bias in fixating to members vs. non-members of the cohort, each word should be fixated for 1/8^th^ of the total fixation time. The measures show that participants fixated longer on members than non-members, and therefore indicate the participant's categorization skills of semantically related and unrelated words in each word set.

![Mean relative fixation durations (with SEMs) for each word as part of the distractor word set.](pone.0230439.g004){#pone.0230439.g004}

The descriptive results were statistically confirmed by a GLMM with word type (related or unrelated) and distractor set size (i.e., 3, 4 or 5 related words) as fixed effects and a fully specified random structure.

Factor level contrasts showed that related words were fixated about 112ms longer than unrelated words (estimate = 114.44, SE = 16.05, t = 7.13, p \< 0.001) and that the more related words there were, the shorter each word was fixated (4--3: estimate = -18.16, SE = 5.25, t = -3.46, p = 0.001; 5--3: estimate = -28.34, SE = 6.31, t = -4.49, p \< 0.001). This did not depend on the type of word (related, i.e. part of the categorical distractor set, v.s. unrelated) that was fixated (no interaction effect, all t \< 0.56, all p \>0.574). For details see [S3 Appendix](#pone.0230439.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Table C1.

Combined RT and eye tracking analysis {#sec016}
-------------------------------------

A final hypothesis concerned the relationship between fixation durations on the related words in the lexical cohort, and naming latencies for the consecutively named picture. We hypothesized that the longer participants fixated on the categorical distractor words within the cohort, the longer the RTs on naming a related picture would be. This relationship was analyzed by another LMM adding fixation durations as a covariate (z-transformed) and a maximal random structure without correlation parameters. According to this model taking fixation durations into account, the interference effect in naming latencies remained marginally significant (estimate = 9.76, SE = 5.68, t = 1.72, p = 0.086). However, fixation durations did not influence naming latencies significantly (main effect of fixation durations: estimate = 2.54, SE = 2.58, t = 0.98, p = 0.327). Fixation durations also did not interact with picture type or set size (all t \<. 1.56, all p \> 0.118). For details see [S4 Appendix](#pone.0230439.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Table D1.

This matches the results of Pearson's correlations between fixation durations and reaction times for each participant. The weak correlation became significant for 5 participants, but the average correlation coefficient was 0.

Discussion {#sec017}
==========

In this study, we introduce a novel variation of the picture-word-interference (PWI) paradigm to investigate whether and how semantic interference effects through categorical distractors can be modulated. Consistently it has been shown that for the PWI paradigm categorically related single word distractors elicit slower naming responses for pictures from the same when compared to a different semantic category \[see, e.g., [@pone.0230439.ref003],[@pone.0230439.ref005],[@pone.0230439.ref013],[@pone.0230439.ref065]\]. This interference effect has been associated with the activation of a lexical cohort of related category members inducing competition during lexical selection and thereby delayed target word retrieval \[[@pone.0230439.ref013]\]. Besides lexical cohort effects, semantic relation between distractor words and the target word to be produced can also lead to facilitation. In that case the competition-induced slowing may be counteracted by effects likely arising at the conceptual level (i.e. 'animal with 4 legs'). To further elucidate the complex interplay between such opposing effects during picture naming we here address three questions using a variation of the PWI paradigm: First of all we address effects of the [*size*]{.ul} of the lexical cohort. Some evidence exists that activation is driven by category size, such that for larger categories (e.g., animals) more members/competitors can be activated when compared to smaller, narrower categories (e.g., insects); this relies on studies investigating semantic neighborhood density effects on picture naming \[[@pone.0230439.ref016],[@pone.0230439.ref066]\]. Recent research, however, has also shown that interference increases for category members that are more closely related, leading to smaller numbers of exemplars \[e.g., hoofed animals, [@pone.0230439.ref018],[@pone.0230439.ref021]\]. In the present study, we therefore manipulate lexical cohort activation in a more controlled way by changing the number of word distractors forming the semantic naming context for picture naming. While doing so, we kept the semantic categories in the stimulus set narrow, using categories that had elicited high interference effects in Rose et al. \[[@pone.0230439.ref018],[@pone.0230439.ref021]\]. A second issue addressed in the present study is the question whether and how semantic [*cohort recognition*]{.ul} shapes semantic context effects. The prediction here is not straight forward: while semantic knowledge on the cohort is mandatory for the interference effect, the search for exemplars of the cohort in the visual word set may activate a conceptual, rather than a purely lexical search. While the latter should increase interference, the use of conceptual semantics is predicted to facilitate lexical access. To tap into this intriguing question, we used eye tracking to assess the individual processing of the semantic context. (iii) Finally, we address the question how effects of semantic context unfold across trials. This is of interest since continuous or blocked-cyclic naming paradigms suggest a build-up of interference with repeated exposure, while PWI-paradigms typically do not report sequence effects.

Beyond the more general inquiry into how semantic context shapes picture naming, we specifically ask whether an increased number of categorically related words in a PWI paradigm inhibits or facilitates retrieval of a target picture name and whether this effect changes over repeated instances of naming. Analyzing fixation times, we additionally assess rather than assume semantic 'competence' for the different conditions.

In brief, our findings confirm an interference effect when words categorically related to the picture to be named are presented prior to the picture. This effect, however, disappears with repeated naming and the duration of fixation on the semantically related distractor words does not predict naming latency. Most notably the effect of the number of semantically related words in the distractor set is contrary to predictions based on a simple interference account. With an increasing number of categorically related words in the distractor set, semantic interference did not increase further.

The increase in naming latency when words presented prior to the picture are categorically related replicates previous results using semantic PWI. The interference effect is generally interpreted to show that reading the words activates lexical representations connected through one category node, making them strong enough competitors to inhibit target selection when the target was part of the same semantic category \[see e.g., [@pone.0230439.ref067],[@pone.0230439.ref068], on the time course of this process\]. Replicating this finding in our novel paradigm indicates that interference of categorically related words with the naming of a picture is robust even if timing of the individual trial and the number of distractors is substantially altered. The overall effect of around 10 ms is smaller than found in typical PWI paradigms, but is statistically significant across all participants and trials, even when taking participant and stimulus variation into account using mixed effects modeling.

Notably, however, the development of this effect over repetitions reveals that a net-interference effect occurred only at the first out of six naming instances for each target picture for which it was much larger (\~44 ms), irrespective of the number of categorically related items in the distractor set. The effect dissipates across the remaining target presentations, and overall reaction times decrease by about 120 ms from first to last naming instance of each target picture, suggesting an increase in facilitatory mechanisms, neutralizing interference effects. Such a reduction of the interference effect evidenced by naming latencies when comparing repeated naming instances has not been demonstrated for PWI paradigms \[and see [@pone.0230439.ref047] for evidence that interference remains stable across naming repetitions of the same picture\]. It also stands in contrast to findings from the blocked cyclic or continuous naming paradigms, where reaction times increase across trials \[cumulative interference, e.g., [@pone.0230439.ref012]\], or interference only appears from the second presentation cycle onwards and afterwards remains stable or even increases slightly \[[@pone.0230439.ref008],[@pone.0230439.ref009]\]. Note, however, that this sort of cumulative interference results from the repetition of *categories*, not single *items*. Nevertheless, our findings also contrast with alternative explanations of the origins of semantic interference, specifically the response-exclusion hypothesis \[[@pone.0230439.ref024]\]. This theory posits that through frequent exposure, task-relevant responses (e.g. names of pictures from the same semantic category) need to be actively excluded from an articulatory output-buffer resulting in delayed naming. In our paradigm, these task-relevant items would include previously named pictures, and previously fixated words that were part of a category word set. But as we discuss in more detail below, our results show that indeed frequent exposure to the material leads to *faster* naming, thus making an explanation of an effortful and therefore inhibitory monitoring mechanism unlikely.

The most noteworthy finding of the current study pertains to the effect of distractor set size: Contrary to our hypothesis, interference did not increase from 3 to 4 or 5 distractor words that were semantically related to the picture, but was equally strong (\~15 ms) for 3 and 5 distractor words. Interestingly, when 4 distractors were part of the word set, naming was not interfered at all. In sum, regarding the extent of activation modulated by cohort size of semantically distractors we have to reject the hypothesis that a larger number of distractor words induces more competition on target word retrieval. This will be further discussed below.

Using eye-tracking, a third relevant finding relates to how participants process the semantic context provided by the distractor words: average fixation time on categorically related words was significantly longer compared to that on the remaining, unrelated words. The finding is notable in two ways: firstly, it confirms that neurotypical participants implicitly categorize words without specific instruction to do so. Moreover, the analysis of the eye-tracking data allowed for correlating fixation time on the semantically related exemplars in the distractor word set with naming latencies for pictures from the respective semantic category. Contrary to the assumption that longer and thereby more intense processing might lead to larger interference, the correlation was around zero for all participants. Hence, we find no indication that processing distractor words longer increases interference. If longer fixation elicits stronger lexical activation an increase in naming latency would be expected. Our null results indicate that some facilitatory effect counteracts such a purely lexical competition effect.

The fact that we find no evidence for the expected increase in the interference effect for naming latencies with an increasing number of distractor words requires discussion. A closer look at distractor conditions across naming repetitions revealed that this global result was influenced by an interaction with repetition. At the first naming instance, there was equally strong interference for all distractor conditions of around 44 ms. For all future naming instances however, interference disappeared or even turned into facilitation (= faster naming latencies for related compared to unrelated pictures). It should be noted that across the 252 trials the overall 42 'items' appeared 54 times (3 times as related, 3 times as unrelated pictures to be named and additionally 24 times as related, 24 times as unrelated distractor words). We argue that the very substantial effect of overall familiarization with the set of items (latency decrease of 120 ms over the course of the experiment) is not dependent on the number of related distractor words and holds for related and unrelated conditions.

A long stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) and a strong familiarization with the stimulus set, both novel features of our paradigm, will have improved prediction of the target item and promoted a rather conceptual than purely lexical activation of category members. As opposed to typical single-word PWI paradigms, in our novel paradigm a negative stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) of 6 s was used, which is much longer than in the typical single-distractor-word paradigms. Indeed, previous studies have shown that SOAs of -1000 ms or -400 ms led to facilitation rather than semantic interference for categorical distractor words presented prior to the picture \[[@pone.0230439.ref036],[@pone.0230439.ref038]\]. We used the long SOA to ensure that each word, especially from the categorically related distractor words, was fixated and processed. On average participants fixated \~500 ms on each word belonging to the respective lexical cohort in the distractor set. Our results show that even with this long SOA, substantial semantic interference was elicited at the first naming instance. However, we suggest that, together with the cumulative exposure to the stimuli, this long SOA enhanced the implicit analysis of conceptual features of the lexical cohort, counteracting lexical competition. This conceptual analysis is also reflected by reduced fixation durations per word when more categorically related words were presented, and is consistent with the SLN account \[[@pone.0230439.ref013],[@pone.0230439.ref014]\], in which priming on the conceptual level leads to facilitation of lexical retrieval. We therefore propose that a complex interplay between lexical interference and semantic priming effects is causal for our findings, whereby frequent exposure to the stimulus material elicits a facilitative effect on naming latencies, counteracting interference.

Outlook and implications for future research {#sec018}
--------------------------------------------

The paradigm we have introduced in this study provides important information on the nature of picture-word interference and the processing of semantic context. Results suggest that a larger number of distractors not necessarily increases interference, even though previous research had suggested this outcome \[[@pone.0230439.ref027]\]. Long SOAs and frequent repetition of the stimulus material are candidate factors to lead to increased facilitation abolishing the initially robust interference effect. Furthermore, more evidence is needed to understand the relationship between semantic competence and naming latencies. In the present study, participants' semantic competence was unimpaired, and this was reflected by their ability to categorize the mutually related words in the word set. So far it is unclear how impaired semantic competence interacts with the semantic interference effect. Research on the language disorders in participants with semantic memory deficits such semantic variant Primary Progressive Aphasia (svPPA) has indicated continuing loss of semantic features as the underlying mechanism to progressive naming impairments \[[@pone.0230439.ref069]--[@pone.0230439.ref072]\]. This might lead to the inability to distinguish categorically related and unrelated members of the word set, and therefore to reduced or absent interference effects. The combination of our variation of the PWI paradigm with eye tracking therefore seems an apt tool to examine this phenomenon in clinical populations with (e.g. svPPA) and without (e.g. Broca's Aphasia) impairments of the semantic system.

Conclusion {#sec019}
==========

In the current study we put forward a new paradigm to investigate influences of semantic context on word retrieval. We stipulated that semantic interference effects consistently found for classical PWI paradigms could be modulated in a variation of the paradigm. Here, instead of one distractor word, several distractors were presented at once, in form of a circle. This allowed us to examine the processing intensity of semantic context and parametric manipulations of the number of distractor words from on semantic category. We have demonstrated that multiple distractor words from one semantic category elicit interference--similar to that in classical one-word interference paradigms but that this effect is present only the first time a picture is presented, where it is independent of distractor set size. It then dissipates across repetitions, mediated by facilitative processes leading to faster lexical access. Moreover, interference did not increase for a larger cohort of distractor words. These findings suggest a complex interaction between activation on the lexical and conceptual processing level, which depends on lexical cohort size as well as frequency of exposure to the semantic context across repetitions within the experiment.

Supporting information {#sec020}
======================
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The manuscript must describe a technically sound piece of scientific research with data that supports the conclusions. Experiments must have been conducted rigorously, with appropriate controls, replication, and sample sizes. The conclusions must be drawn appropriately based on the data presented.

Reviewer \#1: No
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2\. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and rigorously?
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The [PLOS Data policy](http://www.plosone.org/static/policies.action#sharing) requires authors to make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript fully available without restriction, with rare exception (please refer to the Data Availability Statement in the manuscript PDF file). The data should be provided as part of the manuscript or its supporting information, or deposited to a public repository. For example, in addition to summary statistics, the data points behind means, medians and variance measures should be available. If there are restrictions on publicly sharing data---e.g. participant privacy or use of data from a third party---those must be specified.

Reviewer \#1: No

Reviewer \#2: No
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4\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes
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5\. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#1: The authors present a modification of the standard picture-word interference (PWI) paradigm. In the standard PWI paradigm, a single-word distractor is displayed in the center of and at the same time with a target picture to be named. Here, the authors displayed eight-word distractors aligned in a circle around a target picture six seconds before the picture presentation (to facilitate distractor inspection). Two further changes included varying the number of semantically related (SR) distractors (between three and five of the eight distractor words were SR to the target on any given trial) and repeating distractor-target sets six times in the SR condition, and six times in the unrelated (UR) condition. The authors tested whether increasing "semantic context richness" (via 3,4, or 5 SR word distractors), increasing "processing intensity" (how much Ss paid attention to the SR words as measured by eye gaze fixations), and repeating distractor-target pairings increased the magnitude of semantic interference. Subjects (n=24) were significantly slower on average to name pictures in the context of SR (3-5 words) vs. UR words (8 words; the main effect was not significant across all analyses). Contrary to predictions, there were no effects of increasing numbers of SR distractors nor increasing SR word distractor gaze durations on the magnitude of semantic interference. In contrast to effects of repetition described in continuous and blocked-cyclic naming semantic interference paradigms (cf. Howard et al., 2006; Kroll & Stewart, 1994), repetitions did not increase the magnitude of semantic interference but instead eliminated it after the first repetition. The authors interpret the lack of interactions with the semantic interference effect as due to a "complex interaction between activation on the lexical and conceptual processing level" (p. 33, line 567). Authors interpret the lack of semantic interference after the first naming repetition being due to the influence of semantic facilitation.

Overall impression

The question of how semantic context affects word production by speeding it up or slowing it down continues to be one that is still unresolved in the language production literature. The introduction of a potentially novel paradigm which would help answer this question is a theoretically important endeavor. Unfortunately, the paper does not sufficiently describe the theoretical motivations for the specific PWI paradigm modifications introduced. The lack of theoretical grounding in the introduction and the general discussion combined with mostly null results makes it difficult to understand the utility of the new paradigm, the implications for previous work, or the implications for current theory concerning the mechanics of word production. Thus, as currently presented, conclusions are not supported by the data and the work does not meaningfully contribute to the base of scientific knowledge.

Major comments

1\. One of the goals of the paper was to modify the richness of the semantic context. However, instead of using the degree to which targets and distractors are semantically related, richness was altered by increasing the number of SR items. It was unclear why this modification was adopted and how it compares theoretically and empirically to previous work manipulating the degree of semantic overlap. Further, it was unclear why eight word distractors were included (and not four, for example), or why the number of SR distractors varied from 3 to 5, as opposed to something else.

2\. The impact of repetition on the magnitude of semantic interference is difficult to interpret. The authors interpret the null effect between repetition (time points 2-6) and the semantic interference effect as being a result of the summation of facilitation and interference. To support this interpretation, please provide a prediction how RTs in the SR vs. UR condition across repetitions should occur to support the explanation, and then present the results in both conditions across repetitions. Second, please motivate at what level in the production system repetition effects occur, and how they interact with interference effects. Lastly, please frame these results with reference to previous investigations of semantic interference/facilitation effects during word production.

3\. Introduction, p. 11 line 116: Please provide more explanation concerning the "eye-mind" hypothesis and the rationale behind why participants should fixate longer on words that belong to the same semantic category within particular paradigms. Does word fixation depend on the task the participant was instructed to do? What does semantic competence refer to? Relatedly, please provide clearer explanation as to why the different degrees of word fixation for related vs. unrelated words was due to "categorization" skills and not some other factor, given that Ss were instructed only to "inspect" the word distractors (p. 17, line 251; p. 24, line 378; cf. p. 30, line 491).

Minor comments

1\) Reference \#13 is incomplete.

2\) Please explain why it is interesting that interference effects are stable in auditory PWI with phonological distractors (p. 12 line 159).

Reviewer \#2: Two very well-documented empirical findings on the field of lexical access in speech production are the following. The first phenomenon refers to the fact that semantic context modulates the retrieval of words from the mental lexicon. The second one is the observation that the direction of this semantic context effect (facilitation or interference) depends on at least two factors; 1) the experimental task (e.g., PWI, blocking naming/cyclic naming, continuous naming); and 2) the semantic relationship between the target response and the prime element (i.e., coordinate words, superordinate words, associate words...).

Van Scherpenberg, Abdel Rahman and Obrig states that the main aim of their study was "to test whether semantic interference is confirmed for this novel paradigm, and whether the number of related words modulates its magnitude" (abstract); / "In the present study we focus on categorical semantic relations and investigate whether manipulating the extent of lexical activation within a lexical cohort modulates inhibition on subsequent picture naming." (page 5). I wonder whether we really need new evidence showing that lexical access in language production is affected by semantic context and that this modulation can be incremental (e.g., Howard et al. 2006). Sincerely, I don't think this aim would deserve publication in a journal as Plos ONE

In my opinion, the main interest of the current manuscript relies on the attempt to combine different naming paradigms to disentangle the nature of the semantic effect(s) in language production. To this respect, the topic discussed is timely and fits well with recent discussions in the field about the trade-off between accuracy and speed in picture naming (e.g., Nozari & Hepner, 2018). At the same time, the combined methodology of the study allows the comparison between word processing (eye tracking measure) and lexical access (naming latency measure) within the same task. In sum, the multi-novel experimental paradigm the authors adopt can be very interesting only if it is discussed in the context of current and relevant theoretical discussions.

In my opinion however, there are some issues that need to be clarified.

1-Theoreical background (literature review -- scant)

The introduction is a little bit confusing and theoretical biased. As mentioned above, semantic effects (facilitation and interference) have been reported mainly in three experimental tasks (PWI, blocking/cyclic naming and continuous naming). In the first page of the Introduction (page 3), the authors focus on one model, the Swing Lexical Network (SLN), and introduce the semantic context effects in relation to this model. In particular, the SLN approach can explain facilitation and semantic effects in (all) experimental tasks depending on the trade-off between conceptual priming and lexical competition. Of course, I have no problems with this choice; but see Navarrete et al (2016) for a review of the same topic based on the distinction between inter-level trial semantic manipulation tasks (PWI) and intra-level semantic manipulation tasks (cyclic and continuous naming) without reference to any specific theoretical model.

In addition, the authors need to make explicit at certain point in the introduction the following aspects:

1a-while the SLN assumes that the balance between two mechanisms (conceptual priming and lexical competition) is able to explain the diverse pattern of semantic effects, other proposals have made explicit the claim that different tasks entails different cognitive mechanisms to resolve lexical retrieval in semantic context. For instance, Mahon and colleagues (2007) have argued that semantic interference in the PWI can be explained by a post-lexical mechanism of self-monitoring (see also Dhooge & Hartsuiker, 2011); while semantic interference in picture naming tasks would arise at the semantic-to-lexical connections (through an inhibition mechanism that weakens these connections) (Navarrete et al. 2010; 2014). The authors need to mention this alternative(s) explanation(s).

1b-The experimental set entails the presentation of two events in this order: 1-the presentation of an array with several written words, and 2-the presentation of a picture target to be named. Previous literature has already explored to which extend written word processing influences the successive picture naming event. Again, further literature has to be included and mentioned:

Belke (2013); Navarrete et al. (2013); Vitkovitch et al., (2010); Vitkovitch & Cooper (2012)

1c-(Page 6; lines 18-148). The interaction between semantic context and cycle observed in the cyclic naming tasks (facilitation first cycle, interference from the second cycle onward) has been extensively explored by Navarrete et al 2014. This has to be acknowledged.

2-Experimentnal predictions (unclear)

2a-Page 5. Eye-mind hypothesis. The authors need to explain the "eye-mind hypothesis". What does it means that participants should fixate on words longer which they have recognized to belong to the same category? Why? I would predict the reverse effect, less fixation time because of the semantic priming between related words

2b-Page 5. Eye-mind hypothesis. According to one of the references cited by the authors (Rayner, 1995), word frequency is one of the most critical variable determining the amount of time a word is fixed. Did the authors control the lexical frequency between the 8 words of the arrays? I guess that the amount of time I can fixate the words cat-dog-horse would depend on their own lexical frequency, as well as on the lexical frequency of the other words in the array. For instance, if in an array the non-related words are high frequency words (e.g. house-car-table-hand) I would have more/less time to fixate the related words (e.g., cat-dog-horse) than if the non-related words are low frequency words (e.g., skyscraper-tractor-stool-chin)

2c-Page 5. Eye-mind hypothesis. We are informed that: "We predict that the longer participants fixate on related words belonging to the lexical cohort, the more activity will spread to this cohort and induce stronger competition resulting in inhibition on target". Justify this assumption

2d-The lack of interaction between Type array (related vs. unrelated) and Size (3, 4, 5 related words) seems problematic with the prediction that fixation times would increase according to the number of related words in the array. If I understood correctly: the authors predict that the average of fixation time for a related word (cat) should be longer when the word appears together with 4 related words (horse-pig-rabbit-dog) than when two related words (horse-pig). The problem is that the average-time a participant is looking at one word is not independent of the time the participant dedicates to look at the other words. Sorry if I miss something here!!!

Just to illustrate my point (arrays are presented for 6000 ms as in the experiment). If I fixate in a Size 3 -- lexical cohort the word cat for 1000 ms, then the maximum fixation time I can dedicate to look at the other words of the array is 5000 ms; and for instance I look at the other two related words 2000 ms (horse 1000 ms and pig 1000ms). But if I fixate cat for 2000 ms in a Size 5 -- lexica cohort, then the total time I can fixate the other words of the array is 4000 ms; and for instance I look at the other four related words 1000 ms (horse 250 ms, pig 250 ms, rabbit 250 ms, dog 250 ms). This hypothetical scenario serves to illustrate the point that, under the authors\' assumption that fixation time depends on semantic context, the average fixation time for a single word cannot be independent of the semantic Size -- lexical cohort! Therefore, it's unclear what we can learn from the fixation measure. The authors need to clarify this confound.

Minor points:

Statistics. Are the reported beta valuescorrect? Maybe they should be b values?!?
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10 Dec 2019

Reviewer 1

Comment 1:

One of the goals of the paper was to modify the richness of the semantic context. However, instead of using the degree to which targets and distractors are semantically related, richness was altered by increasing the number of SR items. It was unclear why this modification was adopted and how it compares theoretically and empirically to previous work manipulating the degree of semantic overlap. Further, it was unclear why eight word distractors were included (and not four, for example), or why the number of SR distractors varied from 3 to 5, as opposed to something else.

Our response:

We thank the reviewer for the comment and hope to now avoid the apparent imprecision of terminology. Our aim in the current paper was to investigate a parametrical manipulation of the classic semantic interference effect found in picture-word interference (PWI) paradigms. As discussed below in response to the constructive criticism of reviewer 2, the novel combination of different paradigms used in the research on semantic context effects was another rationale underlying the design of the paradigm introduced in the current paper. Regarding the aim to parametrically vary semantic interference we wanted to manipulate the activation level of the lexical cohort leading to competition between lexical entries and therefore interference during target selection, as suggested by the Swinging Lexical Network account (Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2009, 2019). This indeed is different from the approach to modulate the "richness" of the semantic context, as has been done in previous studies (e.g., Rabovsky, Schad, & Abdel Rahman, 2016; Rose, Aristei, Melinger, & Abdel Rahman, 2018). We therefore chose to develop a novel paradigm that allows implementing this manipulation, while at the same time monitoring implicit semantic processes by using eye tracking. Our rationale was that in order to investigate the processing differences of categorically related vs unrelated words with eye tracking, we need to present more than two words of each cohort. With allowing for incremental changes of numbers of distractors, and balancing the number of categorical vs unrelated stimuli across trials, this lead to the design that we present here, where eight distractor words are arranged in circle. We hope this explanation clarifies the reviewer's concerns about our study design. To avoid the imprecision apparently suggested by our previous version we altered the respective sentences in the introduction (line 57 ff.) "... by changing the intensity of semantic context activation..."

Comment 2:

The impact of repetition on the magnitude of semantic interference is difficult to interpret. The authors interpret the null effect between repetition (time points 2-6) and the semantic interference effect as being a result of the summation of facilitation and interference. To support this interpretation, please provide a prediction how RTs in the SR vs. UR condition across repetitions should occur to support the explanation, and then present the results in both conditions across repetitions. Second, please motivate at what level in the production system repetition effects occur, and how they interact with interference effects. Lastly, please frame these results with reference to previous investigations of semantic interference/facilitation effects during word production.

Our response:

We thank the reviewer for these questions and suggestions. Based on information from other paradigms like the blocked cyclic or continuous naming paradigms, our hypothesis was that for related pictures, naming latencies should increase across repetitions. This hypothesis does not hold for unrelated pictures. We analysed exactly this effect of repeated presentation on related and unrelated items. The respective results are visualized in the figure attached (Supplementary Figure). The results are contrary to our hypothesis in that there clearly is no increase in interference for the related pictures. Interestingly however the difference between unrelated and related items wanes after the first presentation. This effect is reported in the current manuscript and potential explanations are provided. Another effect is the general decrease in naming latencies for both conditions, which is also confirmed by statistics. Since we did not have a hypothesis regarding this overall 'learning' effect we decided to not include the result in the paper.

A major reason beyond the fact that we did not make any predictions regarding an overall repetition effect is that we feel the paper and the discussion of the results is rather complex already without including this finding. However, if the reviewer believes it would be of note to potential readers we would include the graph illustrating both conditions over repeated naming instances. Explanations for this general learning effect are certainly very tentative, since a similar design has not been tested as yet. Alternatively, one might add a sentence regarding the effect stating that this effect was not targeted and is therefore not discussed further. While we still believe the paper would be more readable and clearer regarding our main hypotheses without the presentation of the results, we are grateful for an opinion, which we are happy to follow.

Supplementary Figure: Effect of naming latencies across repetitions for both related and unrelated naming conditions.

Comment 3:

Introduction, p. 11 line 116: Please provide more explanation concerning the "eye-mind" hypothesis and the rationale behind why participants should fixate longer on words that belong to the same semantic category within particular paradigms. Does word fixation depend on the task the participant was instructed to do? What does semantic competence refer to? Relatedly, please provide clearer explanation as to why the different degrees of word fixation for related vs. unrelated words was due to "categorization" skills and not some other factor, given that Ss were instructed only to "inspect" the word distractors (p. 17, line 251; p. 24, line 378; cf. p. 30, line 491).

Our response:

We agree with the reviewer that more information is needed to justify our claims. We have rephrased this paragraph (Introduction, lines 133 ff.) to (1) better illustrate the theoretical value of the eye-mind hypothesis for our study, and to (2) explain what we mean by semantic competence.

\(1\) The eye-mind hypothesis refers to the immediate relationship of fixation durations and processing intensity in reading and is the theoretical basis for our hypothesis that longer fixation durations to semantically related items should lead to stronger interference effects.

\(2\) Eye tracking has been used to assess semantic competence / semantic deficits in clinical populations. We hypothesize that our paradigm is suited to do so as well and that longer fixation durations to semantic category members compared to non-members indicate intact semantic processing abilities, i.e., semantic competence.

We hope that the paragraph addresses the reviewer's concerns and makes our assumptions clearer.

Introduction, lines 133 ff.:

We proceed from the rationale that eye tracking can be used to investigate the semantic 'competence' of viewers. This assumption rests on paradigms performed in people with Primary Progressive Aphasia (PPA) and neurotypical controls. Suggesting impaired semantic memory abilities, participants suffering from PPA (Faria, Race, Kim, & Hillis, 2018; Seckin et al., 2016) fixated on semantically unrelated objects (foils) more often and longer when compared to neurotypical controls, likely indicating difficulties to establish the semantic relationships between concepts. Here we hypothesize that the neurotypical young adults, are semantically competent, and should hence fixate on words longer which they have recognized to belong to the same category, when compared to the unrelated words. Thus analysis of fixation times was used to investigate the semantic 'competence' of the participants in each trial. Additionally we can use this measure to estimate the extent to which they activate the lexical cohort. According to the eye-mind hypothesis (Just & Carpenter, 1980; Rayner, 1995), readers' gaze durations are immediately linked to what they are processing. That is, words that are fixated longer are also processed longer. We therefore predict that the longer participants fixate on related words belonging to the lexical cohort, the more activity will spread to this cohort and induce stronger competition resulting in inhibition on target selection.

\-\-\-\--

Although the data are not yet fully analyzed, it may be of interest, that we have recently tested a cohort of people with a chronic acquired brain lesion in the left hemispheric extended language network with the paradigm introduced in the current paper. Preliminary analyses support our rationale to "operationalize" gaze preference as an indicator of lexico-semantic competence. What we find (with the caveat of preliminary analysis) is that this measure varies strongly across patients from no preference for related vs. unrelated items to patterns which are largely similar to our findings in the neurotypical group reported on here.

Reviewer 1 minor comments:

Reference \#13 is incomplete.

Our response:

We thank the reviewer for this note and have completed Reference \#13.

Please explain why it is interesting that interference effects are stable in auditory PWI with phonological distractors (p. 12 line 159).

Our response:

As described in the introduction, changes of interference effects across repetitions have been reported for other paradigms, but not for PWI paradigms. The reported study, to our knowledge, is the only one addressing this in some formal way. We have rephrased this argument to make it clearer.

Introduction, lines 194 ff:

To our knowledge changes across repetitions have been formally addressed for a PWI paradigm only in one recent study (47). Using an auditory PWI design, interference effects are reported to be largely stable across naming repetitions with phonological distractors. This stands in contrast to the other paradigms mentioned above. Therefore we consider more evidence necessary to draw systematic conclusions about the stability of the interference effect in PWI paradigms.

 

Reviewer 2:

Overall impression:

Van Scherpenberg, Abdel Rahman and Obrig states that the main aim of their study was "to test whether semantic interference is confirmed for this novel paradigm, and whether the number of related words modulates its magnitude" (abstract); / "In the present study we focus on categorical semantic relations and investigate whether manipulating the extent of lexical activation within a lexical cohort modulates inhibition on subsequent picture naming." (page 5). I wonder whether we really need new evidence showing that lexical access in language production is affected by semantic context and that this modulation can be incremental (e.g., Howard et al. 2006). Sincerely, I don't think this aim would deserve publication in a journal as Plos ONE

In my opinion, the main interest of the current manuscript relies on the attempt to combine different naming paradigms to disentangle the nature of the semantic effect(s) in language production. To this respect, the topic discussed is timely and fits well with recent discussions in the field about the trade-off between accuracy and speed in picture naming (e.g., Nozari & Hepner, 2018). At the same time, the combined methodology of the study allows the comparison between word processing (eye tracking measure) and lexical access (naming latency measure) within the same task. In sum, the multi-novel experimental paradigm the authors adopt can be very interesting only if it is discussed in the context of current and relevant theoretical discussions.

Our response:

Thank you for this comment. Of course we agree that the mere reproduction of an effect well described in the literature was certainly not the aim of our current study. We believe this does become quite clear in the more detailed respective parts of the main manuscript but it indeed is not adequately introduced in the abstract. Therefore we have changed the respective paragraph in the abstract (line 30 ff.):

To disentangle interacting effects of semantic context we combined different naming paradigms manipulating the number of competitors and assessing the effect of repeated naming instances. Evaluating processing of the cohort by eye-tracking provided us with a metric of the (implicit) recognition of the semantic cohort.

Comment 1:

The introduction is a little bit confusing and theoretical biased. As mentioned above, semantic effects (facilitation and interference) have been reported mainly in three experimental tasks (PWI, blocking/cyclic naming and continuous naming). In the first page of the Introduction (page 3), the authors focus on one model, the Swing Lexical Network (SLN), and introduce the semantic context effects in relation to this model. In particular, the SLN approach can explain facilitation and semantic effects in (all) experimental tasks depending on the trade-off between conceptual priming and lexical competition. Of course, I have no problems with this choice; but see Navarrete et al (2016) for a review of the same topic based on the distinction between inter-level trial semantic manipulation tasks (PWI) and intra-level semantic manipulation tasks (cyclic and continuous naming) without reference to any specific theoretical model.

Our response:

The design of our current study indeed relies on the three experimental paradigms and the theoretical framework supplied by the Swinging Lexical Network Model. Our paradigm is explicitly motivated by predictions from the SLN approach, namely on increased interference through additional members of a lexical cohort. We are not aware of studies combining features of the different paradigms in the way we do here. We believe it is helpful for the reader that the SLN is described in some detail, pointing out its parsimonious way to explain our findings. It is of course important to include alternative explanations of semantic interference effects and our present findings, and indeed we have included this information in various paragraphs in the introduction and discussion (for the respective changes please refer to the responses to Comment 1a below).

Comment 1a:

While the SLN assumes that the balance between two mechanisms (conceptual priming and lexical competition) is able to explain the diverse pattern of semantic effects, other proposals have made explicit the claim that different tasks entails different cognitive mechanisms to resolve lexical retrieval in semantic context. For instance, Mahon and colleagues (2007) have argued that semantic interference in the PWI can be explained by a post-lexical mechanism of self-monitoring (see also Dhooge & Hartsuiker, 2011); while semantic interference in picture naming tasks would arise at the semantic-to-lexical connections (through an inhibition mechanism that weakens these connections) (Navarrete et al. 2010; 2014). The authors need to mention this alternative(s) explanation(s).

Our response:

We agree that alternative models should be mentioned, although the SLN model seems most fit to accommodate all aspects of our findings. To highlight the alternative models we have now included a paragraph on these alternative explanations in the Introduction and referred back to them in the Discussion.

Introduction, lines 105ff:

Alternative explanations have claimed semantic facilitation to be the default effect, with semantic interference occurring only at post-lexical processing steps, where task-relevant (i.e. semantically related) responses to pictures have to be actively excluded (Dhooge & Hartsuiker, 2010; Finkbeiner & Caramazza, 2006; Mahon, Costa, Peterson, Vargas, & Caramazza, 2007).

Discussion, lines 506ff:

Notably our findings also contrast with alternative explanations of the origins of semantic interference, specifically the response-exclusion hypothesis (Mahon et al., 2007). This theory posits that through frequent exposure, task-relevant responses (e.g. names of pictures from the same semantic category) need to be actively excluded from an articulatory output-buffer resulting in delayed naming. In our paradigm however, frequent exposure leads to faster naming, as we discuss in more detail below.

Comment 1b:

The experimental set entails the presentation of two events in this order: 1-the presentation of an array with several written words, and 2-the presentation of a picture target to be named. Previous literature has already explored to which extend written word processing influences the successive picture naming event. Again, further literature has to be included and mentioned:

Belke (2013); Navarrete et al. (2013); Vitkovitch et al., (2010); Vitkovitch & Cooper (2012)

Our response:

We thank the reviewer for pointing us to this important literature. We have included this literature in the introduction while also describing how our paradigm deviates from these studies.

Introduction lines 121 ff:

The extent to which presenting a number of written words before naming pictures can influence picture naming speed has been investigated in previous research (Navarrete, Mahon, & Caramazza, 2010; Navarrete, Mahon, Lorenzoni, & Peressotti, 2016; Vitkovitch, Cooper-Pye, & Ali, 2010; Vitkovitch & Cooper, 2012). However, in these experiments words were presented consecutively and had to be overtly read out aloud. Moreover, the findings are partially contradictory. For example, Navarrete et al. (28 (Experiment 3), 29) found no transfer of interference from word to picture naming within one semantic category, whereas Vitkovitch et al. (Vitkovitch et al., 2010; Vitkovitch & Cooper, 2012) did report semantic interference for naming pictures after having named semantically related pictures. We here investigate how simultaneous presentation and lexical activation by reading (not producing) the words impact on the processing of the semantic relationships between the words and consecutive naming of un/related items.

Comment 1c:

(Page 6; lines 18-148). The interaction between semantic context and cycle observed in the cyclic naming tasks (facilitation first cycle, interference from the second cycle onward) has been extensively explored by Navarrete et al 2014. This has to be acknowledged.

Our response:

We regret not having cited the important discussion in the paper by Navarrete et al (2014). We indeed believe it is of relevance to our findings and have included the citation in the Introduction (line 166). Although we consider the relevance high for the general discussion the experiments in Navrarrete et al. focus on the blocked cyclic naming paradigm. To not overly complicate the paper, we do not discuss the findings in detail, since the discussion is not directly related to the predictions and findings from our own PWI-paradigm.

Comment 2a:

Page 5. Eye-mind hypothesis. The authors need to explain the "eye-mind hypothesis". What does it means that participants should fixate on words longer which they have recognized to belong to the same category? Why? I would predict the reverse effect, less fixation time because of the semantic priming between related words.

Our response:

We agree with the reviewer that more information is needed regarding the eye-mind hypothesis. The point is also raised by reviewer 1 and we are grateful for this convergent suggestion which we believe a better description of our underlying rationale is absolutely relevant to correctly represent an overarching goal of the combined PWI and eye-tracking design. We have rephrased the respective paragraph (Introduction, lines 133 ff.) to (1) better illustrate the theoretical value of the eye-mind hypothesis for our study, and to (2) better explain why make hypotheses about different fixation durations depending on semantic relationship.

\(1\) The eye-mind hypothesis refers to the immediate relationship of fixation durations and processing intensity in reading and is the theoretical basis for our hypothesis that longer fixation durations to semantically related items should lead to stronger interference effects.

\(2\) Eye tracking has been used to assess semantic deficits in clinical populations, and studies have found that participants with semantic deficits fixated on semantically related and unrelated objects equally long. We hypothesize that our paradigm is suited to investigate this as well and that longer fixation durations to semantic category members compared to non-members indicate intact semantic processing abilities, i.e., semantic competence.

We hope that the paragraph addresses the reviewer's concerns and makes our assumptions clearer.

Introduction, lines 133 ff:

We proceed from the rationale that eye tracking can be used to investigate the semantic 'competence' of viewers. This assumption rests on paradigms performed in people with Primary Progressive Aphasia (PPA) and neurotypical controls. Suggesting impaired semantic memory abilities, participants suffering from PPA (Faria et al., 2018; Seckin et al., 2016) fixated on semantically unrelated objects (foils) more often and longer when compared to neurotypical controls, likely indicating difficulties to establish the semantic relationships between concepts. Here we hypothesize that the neurotypical young adults, are semantically competent, and should hence fixate on words longer which they have recognized to belong to the same category, when compared to the unrelated words. Thus analysis of fixation times was used to investigate the semantic 'competence' of the participants in each trial. Additionally we can use this measure to estimate the extent to which they activate the lexical cohort. According to the eye-mind hypothesis (Just & Carpenter, 1980; Rayner, 1995), readers' gaze durations are immediately linked to what they are processing. That is, words that are fixated longer are also processed longer. We therefore predict that the longer participants fixate on related words belonging to the lexical cohort, the more activity will spread to this cohort and induce stronger competition resulting in inhibition on target selection.

Although the data are not yet fully analyzed, it may be of interest, that we have recently tested a cohort of people with a chronic acquired brain lesion in the left hemispheric extended language network with the paradigm introduced in the current paper. Preliminary analyses support our rationale to "operationalize" gaze preference as an indicator of lexico-semantic competence. What we find (with the caveat of preliminary analysis) is that this measure varies strongly across patients from no preference for related vs. unrelated items to patterns which are largely similar to our findings in the neurotypical group reported on here.

Comment 2b:

Page 5. Eye-mind hypothesis. According to one of the references cited by the authors (Rayner, 1995), word frequency is one of the most critical variable determining the amount of time a word is fixed. Did the authors control the lexical frequency between the 8 words of the arrays? I guess that the amount of time I can fixate the words cat-dog-horse would depend on their own lexical frequency, as well as on the lexical frequency of the other words in the array. For instance, if in an array the non-related words are high frequency words (e.g. house-car-table-hand) I would have more/less time to fixate the related words (e.g., cat-dog-horse) than if the non-related words are low frequency words (e.g., skyscraper-tractor-stool-chin)

Our response:

The reviewer is right that word frequency is an important issue raised in Rayner (1995). An important difference with regard to our paper the respective paper mostly investigates sentence reading. Moreover, Just and Carpenter (1980) attribute the effect of word frequency mostly to lexical access and not (semantic) encoding. In the current study we did not specifically control for lexical frequency. However, all words have a very similar frequency (mean = 12.29, sd = 1.88, based on the Leipzig Corpora Collection (2011)). It should be highlighted though, that all stimuli were randomized across all conditions to avoid item-driven effects. They are also repeated several times as is explained in the manuscript. Moreover, items where included as random factors in the linear mixed model and participants were familiarized with all words and pictures before the experiment. We hope that this addresses the reviewer's concerns.

Methods, lines 150 ff.:

To control for potential confounding effects all words used in the paradigm have a highly similar frequency: mean = 12.29, sd = 1.88, according to the Leipzig Corpora Collection (2011). Moreover, potential item-based effects are strongly attenuated by the fact that randomization was complete across conditions.

Comment 2c:

Page 5. Eye-mind hypothesis. We are informed that: "We predict that the longer participants fixate on related words belonging to the lexical cohort, the more activity will spread to this cohort and induce stronger competition resulting in inhibition on target". Justify this assumption

Our response:

We address this comment partly in our reply to comment 2a above. We assume that with more extensive processing of the distractor words, the connections between these concepts, compared to the unrelated concepts, should become stronger. A stronger, more closely connected lexical cohort will then result in increased competition.

Comment 2d:

The lack of interaction between Type array (related vs. unrelated) and Size (3, 4, 5 related words) seems problematic with the prediction that fixation times would increase according to the number of related words in the array. If I understood correctly: the authors predict that the average of fixation time for a related word (cat) should be longer when the word appears together with 4 related words (horse-pig-rabbit-dog) than when two related words (horse-pig). The problem is that the average-time a participant is looking at one word is not independent of the time the participant dedicates to look at the other words. Sorry if I miss something here!!!

Just to illustrate my point (arrays are presented for 6000 ms as in the experiment). If I fixate in a Size 3 -- lexical cohort the word cat for 1000 ms, then the maximum fixation time I can dedicate to look at the other words of the array is 5000 ms; and for instance I look at the other two related words 2000 ms (horse 1000 ms and pig 1000ms). But if I fixate cat for 2000 ms in a Size 5 -- lexica cohort, then the total time I can fixate the other words of the array is 4000 ms; and for instance I look at the other four related words 1000 ms (horse 250 ms, pig 250 ms, rabbit 250 ms, dog 250 ms). This hypothetical scenario serves to illustrate the point that, under the authors\' assumption that fixation time depends on semantic context, the average fixation time for a single word cannot be independent of the semantic Size -- lexical cohort! Therefore, it's unclear what we can learn from the fixation measure. The authors need to clarify this confound.

Our response:

We thank the reviewer for illustrating this point. And indeed there may have been a confusion about our claims. We do not claim that the fixation time on each single related distractor word necessarily needs to be longer than each unrelated word, but that in total participants fixate longer on the lexico-semantic cohort compared to the other words. In other words: if there were no bias each word would be fixated for 1/8th of the total fixation time. What we show is that this is shifted for the related versus unrelated words of the set, with participants fixating longer on related words. The number of cohort members is cancelled out by this procedure. We have rephrased this description of our analysis in the Results section, hopefully making the analysis clearer.

Results, lines 416 ff:

For each trial, total viewing time recorded by the eye-tracker was \~4100 ms on average (i.e. \~1900ms participants did not fixate on any of the AoIs or data were not recorded). The measure can be assumed to depend on data quality (e.g. blinks) and attentional resources. Fig 4 shows the mean viewing times for each related and unrelated word across all trials and participants, and for each lexical cohort condition (3, 4 or 5 mutually related words out of 8 words in total in each trial). If there was no bias in fixating to members vs. non-members of the cohort, each word should be fixated for 1/8th of the total fixation time. The measures show that participants fixated longer on members than non-members, and therefore indicate the participant's categorization skills of semantically related and unrelated words in each word set.

Reviewer 2 minor comments:

Statistics. Are the reported beta valuescorrect? Maybe they should be b values?!?

Our response:

In order to avoid confusion, the expression "beta" (β) has been changed to "estimate". Thank you for pointing this potentially misleading wording!
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Dear Ms van Scherpenberg,

Thank you for resubmitting your manuscript to PLOS ONE.  The resubmission was evaluated by the same two reviewers of the initial submission, and I have read it carefully myself.  The reviewers are split: Reviewer 2 feels that the submission is ready to be accepted, whereas Reviewer 1 still struggles to pinpoint the theoretically-motivated predictions that this work provides the appropriate way to address.  Although I am less expert in this area than both reviewers, I found the submission to be much improved, and the reviewers\' criticisms to have been acted on in good faith.

I believe the work is near the point at which the field should decide on its merits.  That having been said, I am sympathetic to Reviewer 1\'s remaining concerns.  For instance, this reviewer points to the motivation given in the paragraph that starts on line 108: Perhaps this discussion could be wrapped up with an clearer indication of what types of theories would be ruled in or out in light of different possible experimental outcomes.  This would help readers understand why this particular task is the right one to pursue in light of the existing gaps in our understanding.  Similar concerns apply to the use of use of item repetition per the discussion around line 184: What is the space of possible findings, and how would they adjudicate between the different analyses on offer?  The reviewer offers several other constructive comments as well.  I have also included a few typos that I found while reading the manuscript in my comments below. 

In light of the reviews and my own thoughts as an ensemble, I\'m taking the action of recommending Minor Revision for the manuscript, to give you the opportunity to further address Reviewer 1\'s worries to the extent you find appropriate.  In taking this action, I do not intend to send a revised manuscript out for further external review, and am optimistic about the eventual outcome.

We would appreciate receiving your revised manuscript by Mar 19 2020 11:59PM. When you are ready to submit your revision, log on to <https://www.editorialmanager.com/pone/> and select the \'Submissions Needing Revision\' folder to locate your manuscript file.

If you would like to make changes to your financial disclosure, please include your updated statement in your cover letter.

To enhance the reproducibility of your results, we recommend that if applicable you deposit your laboratory protocols in protocols.io, where a protocol can be assigned its own identifier (DOI) such that it can be cited independently in the future. For instructions see: <http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/submission-guidelines#loc-laboratory-protocols>

Please include the following items when submitting your revised manuscript:

A rebuttal letter that responds to each point raised by the academic editor and reviewer(s). This letter should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Response to Reviewers\'.A marked-up copy of your manuscript that highlights changes made to the original version. This file should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Revised Manuscript with Track Changes\'.An unmarked version of your revised paper without tracked changes. This file should be uploaded as separate file and labeled \'Manuscript\'.

Please note while forming your response, if your article is accepted, you may have the opportunity to make the peer review history publicly available. The record will include editor decision letters (with reviews) and your responses to reviewer comments. If eligible, we will contact you to opt in or out.

We look forward to receiving your revised manuscript.

Kind regards,

Andrew Kehler, Ph.D

Academic Editor

PLOS ONE

Additional Editor Comments (if provided):

Here are a few typos I caught while reading the manuscript:

line 162: delete extra period

line 407: it looks like a caption got cut-and-pasted here

line 429: \"fixations durations\"

line 457: underline extends to subsequent space

line 458: adjoin \"competitors\" to \"members/\" 

line 466: remove \"(ii)\"

\[Note: HTML markup is below. Please do not edit.\]

Reviewers\' comments:

Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Author**

1\. If the authors have adequately addressed your comments raised in a previous round of review and you feel that this manuscript is now acceptable for publication, you may indicate that here to bypass the "Comments to the Author" section, enter your conflict of interest statement in the "Confidential to Editor" section, and submit your \"Accept\" recommendation.

Reviewer \#1: (No Response)

Reviewer \#2: All comments have been addressed

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

2\. Is the manuscript technically sound, and do the data support the conclusions?

The manuscript must describe a technically sound piece of scientific research with data that supports the conclusions. Experiments must have been conducted rigorously, with appropriate controls, replication, and sample sizes. The conclusions must be drawn appropriately based on the data presented.

Reviewer \#1: No

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

3\. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and rigorously?

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

4\. Have the authors made all data underlying the findings in their manuscript fully available?

The [PLOS Data policy](http://www.plosone.org/static/policies.action#sharing) requires authors to make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript fully available without restriction, with rare exception (please refer to the Data Availability Statement in the manuscript PDF file). The data should be provided as part of the manuscript or its supporting information, or deposited to a public repository. For example, in addition to summary statistics, the data points behind means, medians and variance measures should be available. If there are restrictions on publicly sharing data---e.g. participant privacy or use of data from a third party---those must be specified.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: No

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

5\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

6\. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#1: Overall, I found the revised manuscript still lacking in terms of clear predictions that are theoretically motivated, and conclusions that are well-supported by the data. Below I explain at what points I did not follow the rationale.

Theoretical importance of the novel aspects of the paradigm. The first paragraph of the introduction does a good job in explaining how the novel paradigm is novel in comparison to previous work. However, it is vague in explaining the theoretical importance for the novelty, that is, why is it important to, for example "explore this finding \[semantic context effects in naming\] further"; or as it put in the general discussion, why it is important "to investigate whether and how semantic interference effects through categorical distractors can be modulated". What question(s) are left open by previous research that this novel paradigm will now be able to address (e.g., how does the current study address a gap (s) in previous studies)? Below I provide examples where the theoretical rationale and importance for the novel aspects of the paradigm (increasing number of distractors, repetition of pictures, eye-gaze fixation measures) continue to be unclear throughout the manuscript.

1\) Increasing numbers of distractors

For example in the introduction (p.19 line 108), the authors provide a vague description of the theoretical importance of "manipulating the extent of lexical activation within a lexical cohort". Please address if successful (in manipulating the extent of lexical activation within a lexical cohort via increasing numbers of word distractors), what this outcome will support in terms of our understanding of word production dynamics and critically, what the result will refute.

The ms (p. 19, line 120) mentions that previous work increased distractors in a PWI set up but that this manipulation is \[presumably\] irrelevant because the words had to be read out loud, not just passively read. Please describe why reading out loud vs. passively is an important manipulation in terms of testing different predictions concerning how word production (semantic interference) proceeds at the semantic and lexical levels.

2\) Item repetition

Please provide a more specific rationale to explain the necessity of including repetition in a PWI paradigm (p. 22, line 184): " we consider more evidence necessary to draw systematic conclusion about the stability of the interference effect in PWI paradigms". In the introduction as written, it is still unclear how finding an effect of repetition fits or does not fit with theoretical predictions which provide evidence for or against a hypothesis. For example, it could be clearly stated that "if we find that interference increases across repetitions this will support an X interpretation of lexical selection/interference but will not support a Y interpretation. Alternatively, if we find that interference decreases across repetitions this supports a Y interpretation but not X interpretation". The response exclusion hypothesis is briefly discussed in the general discussion (p. 37, line 514) but two sentences was not enough for me to follow the argument.

The motivation for the repetition factor in this new PWI paradigm is different in the introduction vs. the general discussion. In the general discussion, the authors argue that because repetition affects semantic interference in blocked cyclic and continuous naming, it should be explored in this PWI paradigm variant. However, the repeated exposure in the continuous/blocked cyclic naming paradigm is one of exposure to the same semantic category during naming, not necessarily the same items being named (cf. blocked cyclic paradigm). Thus, I do not clearly follow the theoretical comparison between repeated naming of the same pictures in a PWI paradigm format vs. the repeated retrieval from the same semantic category of different items in continuous/blocked cyclic naming paradigms.

The authors explain that semantic interference disappears after an item is first named because facilitation (during the SR trials) increasingly neutralizes the interference effect (during the SR trials) across repetitions. However, under this interpretation, do the authors predict that facilitation should eventually "win" against interference with multiple repetitions and make the SR condition faster than the UR condition as repetitions increase? The results demonstrate that after the first repetition the SR/UR trials RTs are virtually identical. It is not clear what the predictions were and what the results support.

3\) Eye gaze

Word distractor eye-fixations are introduced in the paradigm to measure "semantic competence". Semantic competence is referred to as semantic processing abilities or the ability "to establish the semantic relationships between concepts". However, I still find the rationale confusing. This is because the rationale here is that in neurotypical populations "longer fixation durations...indicate intact semantic processing abilities" but longer fixation durations in clinical populations indicate difficulties to "establish the semantic relationships between concepts". This logic is the opposite from that used to describe how neurotypical and brain-damaged subjects perform in blocked-cyclic naming where the pattern is assumed to be the same (i.e., longer RTs and/or more errors in the semantically related vs. unrelated blocks for both populations are reflective of the same underlying mechanisms, i.e. semantic interference during naming). Thus, it is unclear how the eye gaze = increased connection strength at the semantic level = better semantic competence argument works.

Regarding the finding that subjects spent more time looking at words that were semantically related vs. unrelated, the authors conclude that this resolves a debate into the literature as to whether Ss implicitly categorize words when not specifically instructed. However, there is no mention in the manuscript concerning the previous debate concerning this point, how the current results rectify this gap in the literature, nor a clear explanation of how implicit "word categorization" occurs with respect to what is theorized to occur in the PWI paradigm.

Minor point:

Because 1) the design included a repetition component in order to increase activation, 2) the authors report and interpret the interaction between semantic relatedness (SR/UR) and naming repetitions (times points 2-6), and 3) the general discussion refers to the change (or lack thereof) in the SR/UR conditions across repetitions, please include (supplemental or otherwise) the figure including both SR and UR conditions across all repetitions.

Reviewer \#2: I have read the new version of the manuscript. The authors have addressed the points that were raised.

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

7\. PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).

Reviewer \#1: No

Reviewer \#2: No

\[NOTE: If reviewer comments were submitted as an attachment file, they will be attached to this email and accessible via the submission site. Please log into your account, locate the manuscript record, and check for the action link \"View Attachments\". If this link does not appear, there are no attachment files to be viewed.\]

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine (PACE) digital diagnostic tool, <https://pacev2.apexcovantage.com/>. PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Registration is free. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>. Please note that Supporting Information files do not need this step.
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Author response to Decision Letter 1

26 Feb 2020

Reviewer 1

Overall impression:

Overall, I found the revised manuscript still lacking in terms of clear predictions that are theoretically motivated, and conclusions that are well-supported by the data. Below I explain at what points I did not follow the rationale.

Theoretical importance of the novel aspects of the paradigm. The first paragraph of the introduction does a good job in explaining how the novel paradigm is novel in comparison to previous work. However, it is vague in explaining the theoretical importance for the novelty, that is, why is it important to, for example "explore this finding \[semantic context effects in naming\] further"; or as it put in the general discussion, why it is important "to investigate whether and how semantic interference effects through categorical distractors can be modulated". What question(s) are left open by previous research that this novel paradigm will now be able to address (e.g., how does the current study address a gap (s) in previous studies)? Below I provide examples where the theoretical rationale and importance for the novel aspects of the paradigm (increasing number of distractors, repetition of pictures, eye-gaze fixation measures) continue to be unclear throughout the manuscript.

Our response:

We thank the reviewer for the feedback and hope that our contributions and answers to the comments below address the reviewer's concerns. Especially, we have elaborated on the novelty of changing only the number of distractors, but keeping the activation strength stable, to investigate mechanisms of lexical competition. Moreover, we have clarified once more our predictions regarding the eye tracking measures and refer to our exploratory analysis of naming repetition in our paradigm.

Comment1:

1\) Increasing numbers of distractors

For example in the introduction (p.19 line 108), the authors provide a vague description of the theoretical importance of "manipulating the extent of lexical activation within a lexical cohort". Please address if successful (in manipulating the extent of lexical activation within a lexical cohort via increasing numbers of word distractors), what this outcome will support in terms of our understanding of word production dynamics and critically, what the result will refute.

Our response:

According to the Swinging Lexical Network model (Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2009, 2019), the amount of semantic interference through lexical competition is dependent on (1) the activation strength of lexical competitors and (2) the number of competing items. By keeping the activation strength stable (by using semantically closely related stimuli) in this study we are able to tackle the question whether the number of lexical competitors has a direct influence on the amount of semantic interference. This paragraph is now added to the introduction:

Introduction, lines 110ff:

Using a set of closely related entries of a number of lexical cohorts the activation strength per item can be assumed largely homogeneous. Using these sets we parametrically change the number of distractors to investigate, whether this has a direct influence on the amount of semantic interference.

Comment 2:

The ms (p. 19, line 120) mentions that previous work increased distractors in a PWI set up but that this manipulation is \[presumably\] irrelevant because the words had to be read out loud, not just passively read. Please describe why reading out loud vs. passively is an important manipulation in terms of testing different predictions concerning how word production (semantic interference) proceeds at the semantic and lexical levels.

Our response:

Our main argument for these other studies to differ importantly from our design is the fact that the word stimuli were presented consecutively instead of simultaneously. We agree that reading aloud vs quietly may not be the key difference in modulation between previous and our designs, although differences have been described (Laubrock & Kliegl, 2015). Reading words out loud may activate the full preparatory and motor act of production similar to picture naming, therefore encompassing other effects like repetition priming.

Comment 3:

2\) Item repetition

Please provide a more specific rationale to explain the necessity of including repetition in a PWI paradigm (p. 22, line 184): " we consider more evidence necessary to draw systematic conclusion about the stability of the interference effect in PWI paradigms". In the introduction as written, it is still unclear how finding an effect of repetition fits or does not fit with theoretical predictions which provide evidence for or against a hypothesis. For example, it could be clearly stated that "if we find that interference increases across repetitions this will support an X interpretation of lexical selection/interference but will not support a Y interpretation. Alternatively, if we find that interference decreases across repetitions this supports a Y interpretation but not X interpretation". The response exclusion hypothesis is briefly discussed in the general discussion (p. 37, line 514) but two sentences was not enough for me to follow the argument.

Our response:

We have rephrased the quoted paragraph as follows:

Introduction, lines 183ff:

In contrast to these paradigms, to our knowledge, for a PWI paradigm changes across repetitions have been formally addressed only in one recent study (Kurtz, Schriefers, Mädebach, & Jescheniak, 2018). Using an auditory PWI design, interference effects are reported to be largely stable across naming repetitions of the same pictures with phonological distractors. This stands in contrast to the other paradigms mentioned above, and systematic conclusions about the stability of the interference effect in PWI paradigms can only be tentative at present.

Considering the scope of this paper and the lack of previous findings on repetition in PWI, we don't feel comfortable formulating clear hypotheses about the meaning of a repetition effect for word production models. However, we have elaborated on the discussion of the response-exclusion hypothesis and our opinion of why it is unfitting to our findings:

Discussion, lines 515ff:

Notably our findings also contrast with alternative explanations of the origins of semantic interference, specifically the response-exclusion hypothesis (Mahon, Costa, Peterson, Vargas, & Caramazza, 2007). This theory posits that through frequent exposure, task-relevant responses (e.g. names of pictures from the same semantic category) need to be actively excluded from an articulatory output-buffer resulting in delayed naming. In our paradigm, these task-relevant items would include previously named pictures, and previously fixated words that were part of a category word set. However, as we discuss in more detail below, our results show that indeed frequent exposure to the material leads to faster naming thus making an explanation of an effortful and therefore inhibitory monitoring mechanism unlikely. .

Comment 4:

The motivation for the repetition factor in this new PWI paradigm is different in the introduction vs. the general discussion. In the general discussion, the authors argue that because repetition affects semantic interference in blocked cyclic and continuous naming, it should be explored in this PWI paradigm variant. However, the repeated exposure in the continuous/blocked cyclic naming paradigm is one of exposure to the same semantic category during naming, not necessarily the same items being named (cf. blocked cyclic paradigm). Thus, I do not clearly follow the theoretical comparison between repeated naming of the same pictures in a PWI paradigm format vs. the repeated retrieval from the same semantic category of different items in continuous/blocked cyclic naming paradigms.

Our response:

In order to avoid a potential misinterpretation of our claims that the repetition effect in PWI and other paradigms might stem from the same origin, we have added a sentence to the discussion for clarification:

Note, however, that this sort of cumulative interference results from the repetition of categories, not single items. (Discussion, lines 515f.)

The design of our paradigm and many other PWI paradigms requires the repetition of items due to randomization. While researching potential consequences of this design feature, we failed to find reports in the literature. We therefore recommend this to be further addressed by future studies.

Comment 5:

The authors explain that semantic interference disappears after an item is first named because facilitation (during the SR trials) increasingly neutralizes the interference effect (during the SR trials) across repetitions. However, under this interpretation, do the authors predict that facilitation should eventually "win" against interference with multiple repetitions and make the SR condition faster than the UR condition as repetitions increase? The results demonstrate that after the first repetition the SR/UR trials RTs are virtually identical. It is not clear what the predictions were and what the results support.

Our response:

Due to the lack of previous findings on repetition effects in PWI, and the fact that our paradigm is a novel variation of the classical paradigm, we see the inclusion of the factor "repetition" more as an exploratory analysis, and would like to remain with the predictions that are already stated in the Introduction (lines 203ff.)

Comment 6:

3\) Eye gaze

Word distractor eye-fixations are introduced in the paradigm to measure "semantic competence". Semantic competence is referred to as semantic processing abilities or the ability "to establish the semantic relationships between concepts". However, I still find the rationale confusing. This is because the rationale here is that in neurotypical populations "longer fixation durations...indicate intact semantic processing abilities" but longer fixation durations in clinical populations indicate difficulties to "establish the semantic relationships between concepts". This logic is the opposite from that used to describe how neurotypical and brain-damaged subjects perform in blocked-cyclic naming where the pattern is assumed to be the same (i.e., longer RTs and/or more errors in the semantically related vs. unrelated blocks for both populations are reflective of the same underlying mechanisms, i.e. semantic interference during naming). Thus, it is unclear how the eye gaze = increased connection strength at the semantic level = better semantic competence argument works.

Our response:

We apologize if our hypotheses regarding the eye tracking measures were still unclear. However, as we describe in the introduction, our assumption about fixation durations to semantically related vs unrelated items reflecting semantic competence is informed by studies on clinical populations (Faria, Race, Kim, & Hillis, 2018; Seckin et al., 2016). These studies showed that impaired semantic knowledge leads to blurry distinctions between semantic categories reflected in longer fixations to foils, i.e. more equal fixation patterns for related and unrelated items. We simply posit that neurotypical young adults have intact semantic knowledge and should therefore should a clear distinct pattern between fixations to related vs. unrelated words. This hypothesis is confirmed by our data.

Comment 7:

Regarding the finding that subjects spent more time looking at words that were semantically related vs. unrelated, the authors conclude that this resolves a debate into the literature as to whether Ss implicitly categorize words when not specifically instructed. However, there is no mention in the manuscript concerning the previous debate concerning this point, how the current results rectify this gap in the literature, nor a clear explanation of how implicit "word categorization" occurs with respect to what is theorized to occur in the PWI paradigm.

Our response:

We may have missed the point and unfortunately fail to find the specific paragraph the reviewer refers to. Probably we should point out that our claims regarding the eye-tracking findings are quite modest and we certainly do not claim to resolve a debate in the literature. Using eye-tracking we simply aimed to assess a measure of how participants process the set of words presented. From our review of literature on participants with impaired language and semantic abilities we concluded that the implicit recognition of a cohort can be deduced from a longer fixation on related compared to unrelated words. Our question was on how the intensity of processing is also augmented by longer fixation (likely indicating a more intense processing). Here our finding is that implicit categorization seems to have no further effect on semantic interference (i.e. there is no correlation between fixation durations on semantically related words and reaction times).

Comment 8:

Minor point:

Because 1) the design included a repetition component in order to increase activation, 2) the authors report and interpret the interaction between semantic relatedness (SR/UR) and naming repetitions (times points 2-6), and 3) the general discussion refers to the change (or lack thereof) in the SR/UR conditions across repetitions, please include (supplemental or otherwise) the figure including both SR and UR conditions across all repetitions.

Our response:

The figure below is now included in the appendix of the paper.
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Dear Dr. van Scherpenberg,

We are pleased to inform you that your manuscript has been judged scientifically suitable for publication and will be formally accepted for publication once it complies with all outstanding technical requirements.

Within one week, you will receive an e-mail containing information on the amendments required prior to publication. When all required modifications have been addressed, you will receive a formal acceptance letter and your manuscript will proceed to our production department and be scheduled for publication.

Shortly after the formal acceptance letter is sent, an invoice for payment will follow. To ensure an efficient production and billing process, please log into Editorial Manager at <https://www.editorialmanager.com/pone/>, click the \"Update My Information\" link at the top of the page, and update your user information. If you have any billing related questions, please contact our Author Billing department directly at <authorbilling@plos.org>.

If your institution or institutions have a press office, please notify them about your upcoming paper to enable them to help maximize its impact. If they will be preparing press materials for this manuscript, you must inform our press team as soon as possible and no later than 48 hours after receiving the formal acceptance. Your manuscript will remain under strict press embargo until 2 pm Eastern Time on the date of publication. For more information, please contact <onepress@plos.org>.
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Academic Editor
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